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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This report is Vol ume III of MTR 3227 entitled Generalized
Cyclic Codes . Volume III addresses the development of efficient
hardware implementations of cyclic block code arithmetic operations
described in Vol ume II. Volume I addresses the application of
error correction coding in the context of Con,nand , Control , and
Coninunication (C3) systems.

The thrust of this volume is the exploration of the feasibility
of directing the new technology of charge-coupled devices toward the
development of reliabl e and resource efficient error control coding
hardware . Charge-coupled device technology, with its inherent large
packing density and low power consumption, is capable of producing
significant size , power and eventually, cost savings in signal proc-
essing, imaging , and memory appl ications [Ref. 1]. These devices ,
with their discrete time, continuous amplitude shift register
storage capability , are very closely al igned with the shift register
structures required in error control coding arithmetic operations.
Thus , it seems appropriate to examine the details of such a mar-
riage - CCD’s and error control coding .

This report focuses on the arithmetic operations required in
cyclic block codes. The arithmetic function is a major component
in encoders and decoders .

Presently, error detection and correction techniques using
bl ock codes are primarily confined to designs based on binary
algorithms . This restriction is predicated on the assumption that
the availability of binary integrated circuits makes hardware6
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implementation simple and cost effective, or that the software ap-
proach In a general purpose computer allows the flexibility of
changing coding parameters. Both assumptions are only partially
true. There is a great availablity of low cost binary integrated
circuits but few of these were specifically designed for coding ap-
pl ications. There is, consequently, an inefficiency associated with
designs based on components manufactured for general purpose usage.
Coding hardware built with standard digital hardware usually has a
large package count and power consumption due to the functionally
simplistic structures contained In each package.

Al ternatively, the software approach in a general purpose coin-
puter suffers from the large overhead required to maintain Its flex-
ibility . This overhead appears in the power and space consumed by
the general purpose machine. Indeed, in many cases the need for
such flexibility in coding is questionable. More important, we are
becoming Increasingly aware of the significant costs associated with
the software design for this approach.

Thus, It seems that the normal implementations do not have sub-
stantial potential at this moment for great cost savings.

Our approach is a radical one. It hopefully will perform a
marriage between the theory of cyclic block coding arithmetic
structures and the emerging technology of charge-coupled devices to
produce simple, possibly sinq~e ~~~~ structures that will result In
significant cost savings.

This report begins in Section II, with an Investigation of the
mathematical structure of finite fields, esp clally the properties
of the arithmetic operations. The Investigation concludes that an
alternate approach to direct arithmetic calculations followed by

7 
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modulo reduction is possible using cyclic properties of the field

elements. This approach requires a counting and comparison algorithm

that lends Itself to a shift register impleinentdtion.

Section III expl ores the use of charge-coupled devices to im-

plement the shift register portions of the algorithm. The loss and

noise parameters of a CCD delay line are incl uded in an analysis

along with the requirements of different size finite fields to de-

termine the bounds of reliable performance.

Section IV describes an arithmetic unit architecture for per-

forming either multipl ication or addition in a finite field. Labor-

atory results are shown for a breadboard implementation of the critical

portions of an arithmetic unit using conmiercially available CCD delay
lines. The experience gained in testing such an arithmetic unit

leads to a definition of areas where device characteristics require
improvement to better meet the needs of the coding structures.

8
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SECTION II 
—

FINITE FIELD ARITH~~TIC

BACKGROUND
Linear cyclic codes are conveniently described in the language

of the theory of finite fields . Finite fields, or Galois fields ,
are represented by the symbol GF (nm), where p is the field charac-
teristic and m the degree of extension. The characteristic p must
be a prime number and the degree of extension m must be an integer.
If m=l the field is a base field containing p elements. These
elements are the integers 0 to p-i modul o p. If m>i the field is
an extension field containing ~m elements . The extens ion field
elements are usual ly represented by polynomials with coefficients
from GF (p) modulo some irreducibl e polynomial of degree m. An
irreducible polynomial of degree m is a polynomial which is not
divisibl e by any polynomial of degree less than m. The irreducible
polynomial cannot be zero. Given an irreducible polynomial p(x)
with the integers 0 to p-I as coefficients, a representation of the
field GF (nm) with ~m elements can be formed. It consists of all
polynomials of degree rn-i or less.

For Instance, the field SF (32) has the nine elements listed
below :

0
1

• 2
x

2x
x+1
x+2

2x+l
2x+2

9 
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The elements can be added term by term modulo p in the ordinary
way. An addition of the last three terms produces the result,

5x + 5

which when reduced modulo 3 leaves

2x + 2

Mul tiplication Is performed in the ordinary way but requires re-
duction of each term modulo p and of the polynomial modulo p (x) to a
polynomial of degree m-l or less. The simplest approach is to con-
sider p(x)=O and use this equation to eliminate terms of degree
greater than rn-I. Consider multiplying the last two terms in the list
of field elements for GF (32);

(2x + 1)(2x + 2) 4x2 + 6x + 2

and following this by reduction modulo 3 on each element;

x2 + 2

Finally, modulo reduction on this result is performed by the irreduc-
ible polynomial p(x) = x2 + x + 2. This final reduction is done by

setting p(x)=O, solving for the highest order term, and substituting

this into the ari thmetic result;

10
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p(x) x2 + x + 2 0

2x =- x - 2 = 2 x + l

a

Upon substi tution Into the multiplication result the reduced answer

becomes

( 2 x + l ) + 2 = 2 x + 3 = 2 x

Base fiel d arithmetic is simpler. Arithmetic in such a field
can be performed in the field of all integers followed only by re-
duction modulo p.

An example of ari thmetic in the base field GF (7) Is shown in
FIgure 1 , which presents tables for defined operations. Obviously,
ari thmetic operations in a base field are much simpler than arith-
metic operations In an extension field since no polynomial reduction
is requi red. Vol ume II shows that good error control coding perfor-
mance can be obtained wi th base f ie ld  codes , and thei r simpler ari th-
met i c makes them even more attractive .

In any finite field there is at least one field element such
that any other non-zero field element can be expressed as a power of
this element. This element, called a prim iti ve element c~, is a non-
zero integer in a base field or is a non-zero polynomial in an extension
field. This polynomial Is called a pri mitive polynomi al .

For the base field GF(7) the element 3 is a primi tive element
• and consequently all the non-zero GF(7) elements can be generated as

a power of 3, i.e.,

I
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_
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30 l

31 
= 3

32 a 9 mod 7 = 2

3~~= 6

34 = 18 mod 7 = 4

35 =l 2 mod 7 = 5

36 = 15 mod 7 = 1 = 30 (check )

For GF (32 ) a primitive element is the polynomial x+1. A list of
the successive powers of this element produces all the non-zero field

elements;
0 4

a = 1  a

1 = x + l  cs5 z2x +2

a2 X +2 c6 =2x + l

a X a X

a
8 

= 1 (check)

The polynomial reducti on required for arithmetic operations
in an extension field obviously Is a complication not contained in

base field arithmetic. Volume II showed that Reed—Solomon block

codes require only the use of one field , and a choice of this to

be a base field results in no degradation in rate performance.

12



ADDITION GF(7) MULTIPLICATION GF(7)

+ 0 1 2 3  5 6  
- 

X 0 1 2  4 5 6  
-~~~

O 0 1 2 3  5 6  0 0 0 0  0 0 0
I 1 2 3 4  6 0  ( 0 1 2  4 5 6
2 2 3 4 5  0 1  2 0 2 4  1 3 5
3 3 4 5 6  ( 2  3 0 3 6  5 ( 4
4 4 5 6 0  2 3  4 0 4 1

6 6 0 1 2 3 4 5  6 0 6 5 4 3 2 1

Figure I. BASE FIELD ARITHMETIC IN GF (7)

13
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In this report we restrict the discussion of implementations to

this class of codes and thus consider only arithmetic operations in a

base field.

IMPLEMENTATION
The direct implementation of base field arithmetic requires

that the calculations be done In the ordinary way and the modulo
reduction be performed on the final result. Al though mathematically
characterized as a division operation that retains only the re-

• mainder , the reduction can be implemented in serial form by suc-
cessive subtraction of the field characteristic, or in parallel
form by a bank of window comparators. The compl exity of each of
these approaches is a function of the number and type of arithmetic
operations producing the result.

For the successive subtraction method, the field character-
istic p is subtracted continually from an operand until the result
is contained in a window bounded by the zero element and the largest
field integer, p-l. The number of required iterations depends on
the operand value.

A single addition requires at most one iteration . A single
product requires at most p-2 iterations. If an algorithm such as
one coninonly used In successive approximation analog-to-digital
converters is followed, then the maximum number of iterations for
reduction following a single product is approximately log2(p-l).

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a Reed-Solomon encoder for a
rate 1/2 code. This structure requires (p-l )/2 stages of shift

14
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register delay ; each stage will carry any of the p values
of the field elements. In terms of arithmetic operations each
output value requires (p-l)/2 multiplications and (p-l )/2 additions .

Since the elements stored in the delay line and the coefficients
are constrained to be field elements, the largest multiplier out-
put is (p.1 )2. When the (p+1 )/2 outputs are sunined, the maximum
value of the computation is p-l+(p-l)3/2. The shift register must
have sufficient dynamic range to contain p dIstinguishable levels
of the symbol field , but the modulo reduction circuitry must accommo
date this maximum value. The additional dynamic range factor is
designated here as excess dynamic range. It is a major source of
concern since it grows as a power of the field size.

By applying the successive approximation algorithm , the max-
imum number of iterations for each code symbol calculated will be
[log2((p—l+(p-1)

3/2)/p)); this number [x]1 is called the excess
computation since it reflects the speed requirement of the modulo
reduction circuitry against the basic shift register rate. It
too increases as a power of the field size.

Reduction rnodulo p may be carried out alternatively by a bank
of window comparators, each of aperture size p, spanning the range
from 0 to the maximum value. Each comparator subtracts an appro-
priate bias level from its input and tests the result against the
field aperture to select ininediately the reduced output. With this
method speed is traded for complexity ; (p-l +(p-1)3/2)/p comparators
are required at most to reduce the encoder output.

t fx) denotes the least integer greater than or equal to x

16
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Maximum reciuired values of excess dynamic range and excess

computation In the encoder are tabulated as functions of fiel d

characteristic In Table 1. The values of excess computation per-
tain only to the sequential method, and the number of comparators
pertain only to the parallel method; values of excess dynamic range
are pertinent to both methods.

The excess dynamic range grows as the square of the field
characteristic making the reduction much more diffi cult as p in-
creases. This is the central issue of the problem we investigate here.
Many coding operations, such as the encoder of Figure 2, require
multiple arithmetic operations that dramatically increase the

dynamic range requirement of the arithmetic section.

The implementation of the arithmetic section must either in-
sert modulo reduction into its arithmetic structure at more frequent
intervals to prevent a large dynamic range requirement, or find an

al ternative to direct modulo reduction.

An alternate method of implementing finite field arithmetic
uses cyclic permutations of the elements of GF(p). The permutation
method reduces the dynamic range requirement of the direct reduction
techniques.

Notice in Figure 1 that the rows of the addition table are
successive cyclic shifts of the sequence 0, 1 ...., p-i . Addit ion
may be performed by comparing cyclic shifts of this sequence of In-
tegers with an operand until equality is established between the
operand and the first element of the permuted sequence . If the
operand is k and the value to be added is n, then k shifts will

18
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be performed and the modulo reduced sum will be the value of the
(n+l~~ element of the shift sequence. The cyclic permutation of
the sequence suggests implementation with a feedback shift register.
Addition of the element 3 In GF(7) to the contents of a register
loaded wi th this sequence is depicted in the inset of Figure 3. A
register is loaded with the required sequence, shifted and fed back
3 times and effectively has the value 3 added to all register cells

and the result modulo reduced.

An architecture for addition of two numbers in a finite
field (GF(7)) is illustrated in Figure 3. The operation proceeds
as fol lows :

a. The value X is compared wi th the contents of the
first cel l of register SR-A , while the contents
of registers SR-A and SR-B are shifted to the
left in synchronism, and shifting continues until
the comparator detects equality. The number of
shifts performed is X.

b. SR-A is reset to the original sequence, and the
Input of the comparator is switched to the value
V . Shift register SR-B remains unchanged.

c. Registers SR—A and SR-B again are shifted synchro-
nously as step 1 is repeated. The accumulated value
in the first cell of SR-B is (X+Y) mod 7.

The process could continue for a series of field elements , and the

accumulated sum would appear in the first cell of shift register
SR-B ,.

Multipl ication in the base field can be performed by cyclic
permutation also, but a different sequence of field elements must
be used. The non-zero elements of the field can each be expressed
as a distinct power of a primitive field element I.e., B = cit where I

20
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is an integer in the set 0, 1 , p-2. Multiplication of two
non-zero field elements can be expressed as a product of powers of

• the primitive element.
=

• If the sequence (a0 a
1
, a2,...a~~

2) is used to represent the non-
zero field elements cyclic permutation can be used to calculate
products. The operation can be regarded as mA ltipl ication by ad-
dition of exponents , but the values of the elements rather than
their exponents can be manipulated directly. Multiplication by
the zero element must be accomplished separately. As shown In
Figure 4 the integer 3 is a primitive element of GF(7); 3 was
chosen as the generating element, and the multiplication table
in the inset has been rearranged to reflect the cyclic permutations
of the powers of 3 (modulo 7). The inset of FIgure 4 depIcts mul-
tiplication of the register contents by the value a3 = 6.

The architecture to implement multiplication in GF(7) is
shown in Figure 4. The multiplication structure is similar to the
one used for addi tion, except that the registers are one cel l
shorter (the zero element is excluded) and the sequence of elements
has been rearranged. Otherwise, the operation is the same: each
operand is compared with the contents of the first cell of register
SR-A, which is circulated until the values are equal and then reset
to the initial sequence before the second operation is entered. The
second shift register (SR-B) is used to accumulate the total number
of shifts for the cycle and compare operations. If either input
Is zero , a zero detector switches the output to the zero level .

For mul tiplication by a constant, only register SR-A is needed.
There is no requirement for an accumulator, and the product may be

21 
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taken from the register cel l that contained the multiplication con-
stant in the initial sequence. If the operand is ~

k, then k
shifts are required before equality Is sensed by the comparator,
and each cel l has its contents multiplied by the factor ~

k. By
selecting the cell from which to take the output we can choose the
multipl icative constant. Figure 5 illustrates a structure for mul-
tiplication in GF(7) by the value 4. The second register can also
be eliminated in the adder structure for addition of a constant
value. Finite field arithmetic performed by the permutation
method has the advantage that results do not exceed the largest
field element; this directly reduces the dynamic range required
in tapped delay line coding structures .

A configuration using the permutation multipl ier in an encoder
is shown In Figure 6. The tap weights are shown implemented with
the multipliers of Figure 5, each p-i stages long, while sum-
mation of their outputs is indicated by an analog adder followed
by reduction modulo p (implemented , for instance, with a succes-
sive subtraction circuit). Analog addition with modulo reduction
at the output is faster than permutation addition in this multipl e
operand appl ication. The permutation multipliers produce values
within the field and l imi t the output of the adder to a maximum
(p-l)(p+l)/2, significantly less than the direct approach of
Figure 2. Each code symbol calculated requires at most p-i shifts
for the permutation multipliers plus a maximum number of approxi-
mately [log2((p-l)(p+l)/2p)] iterations for the modulo reduction
by successive subtraction . The maximum values of the parameters
of this encoder configuration are listed in Table II for several
values of f ield characteristic.

I
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The excess dynamic range now only increases linearly with the
field characteristic and the possiblity of using larger field
characteristics seems more reasonable. However, this is achieved

by the use of more shift registers and operation cycles. This is
a bad trade. The new technology of charge-coupled devices is
capable of producing very small shift registers and integrating
these into multiple register designs on a single chip, and this
technology can be brought to bear 00 the arithmetic techniques
described above.

Additionally the CCD has the potential for very high speed

operation, thereby making the increased number of operation cycles

an insigni ficant factor for many coding applications.
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SECTION III

CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICE DELAY LINES

The advantage of charge-coupled device technology lies in its
ability to achieve smal l size and weight and low power consumption .
One of the most important developments to evolve from the charge-
coupled device efforts is the efficient realization of an analog
shift register structure. Analog shift registers of length up to
1000 storage locations have been built, with registers of length
100 to 300 stages being more typical. These lengths are more than
adequate for our base field coding purposes. In addition , mult iple
registers have been fashioned on single chips in structures not too
distant from those proposed for the encoder of Section II. Image
sensing devices and bulk digital memory devices use multiple registers
and complex clock ing schemes to store and move signal samples through-
out the structure . One hundred by one hundred CCD imagers (10K cells)
and 64K memories have been built. One can conclude that the technology
is more than adequate for Implementing pemutatlon arithmetic functions
in a few chi ps or possibly a single chip. There are, however , other
questions to be addressed regarding the device ’s ability to perform
the permutation ari thmetic function.

This section addresses the usefulness of using CCD registers in
the permutation arithmetic architectures defined in Section II.
Charge-coupled device delay lines would be used to store and shift the
field elements as required in either the addition or multipl ication
operation. The field elements would be represented as discrete
packets of charge. A CCD register would have to handle p values.
The specific problem we address is to quantify how many levels (p)
can be carried reliably in a CCD shift register with a given level

of loss and noise characteristics. This result will bound the field
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- sizes available for block codes implemented with this technology.

Appendix A presents a discussion of the important aspects of
charge-coupled device performance Including a discussion of the loss
mechanism and the noise characteristics of shift registers.

For arithmetic operation in GF(p) an upper bound on shift
register performance is obtained by examining a p-stage register,
with a p-level detector and regenerator circuit as shown in Figure
7. The shift register will be assumed to be three phase. The
measure of performance is the probability of making an error in de-
tecting a certain level at the output of this p-stage CCD.

The register will be specified in terms of two parameters. The
first is the signal-to-noise ratio of the device , and the second is
the device transfer efficiency. The signal-to—noise ratio in this
case includes not only noise contri butions within the device and its
input stage, but also any uncertainty in the detector window level s
and in non-ideal regeneration.

In essence , the analysis that follows shows that because of the
short length of the required registers, the transfer ineff iciency
product is small and , in fact , the loss mechanism described in
Appendix A has little effect on the results. It is also shown that
overal l signal-to-noi se rati os of about 60-70 dB will be required
for a probability of error of 10-10 in the smaller fields . Figure
8 suninarizes the results and is a plot of the required signal-to-
noise ratio for a p-stage register carrying p levels with a transfer

- 
S 

efficiency of .9999.
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The combined noise sources of the register, window levels, and
regenerator circuits are assumed to be Gaussian with variance N2. The
signal is defined as the Deak slqnal value to be carried in the
register. Probability of error for this configuration is given by:

,00 2,

~
, ~~~~ exp dx
e (12n)N mN

which corresponds to setting a window 2nfl wide around the expected
value in an ideal device. An approximation to this integral is:

- x2/2 - a2/2
f 3 eJ exp dx~-
a

and making the proper substituti on gives the probability of detection
error:

I t

2 2-m_ f 2 \ /3_\~~ 
2N~

~e ~Mw)P4) ~4~t~)

Considering a unit standard deviation and defining m as the

number of standard deviations away from the expected value that the

threshold is set, a simplified probability of error equation results:

—m2/2

~~~~~ 
exp

m
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This relation defines the obvious tie between window si ze
(2mN -a

~ 2m) and “es For a given 
~e 

and maximum signal level , we can
find the number of allowable distinct levels to be carried in the
device.

This is ,

_ l S

However, we must also consider the effect of imperfect transfer
in the device and the impact of leaving charge behind and thus con-
tributing to succeeding signal levels. Two things are important in
our case: first, because we are concerned with small register lengths ,
the transfer inefficiency product is low for even somewhat lossy
devices; second, for low inefficiency product, the amount lost is
approximately the inefficiency product times the signal level and
is contained in the next signal sample only. Thus, we can account
for the worst case by opening the windows by an amount equal to
twice the inefficiency product times the peak signal .

So now the window opening will be:

2nN + 2rir S

wi th n equal to the number of register stages and r equal to the
loss per stage . The maximum number of levels is now equal to:

- S/N
K
2 2m + 2n~~ S/N -
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Solving for m here and substituting this value in the calcula-

tion for 
~e 

determines the new probability of error relation:

2 l 2

= 
S/N 

.6 
— ~~~~~~~~~~ 

(
~ 

- n

(a— — n c )

In the coding case there are at most p levels (k2=p), and p
stages (n=p) so that becomes:

2 ’  ~~~~2

-S /1  - p
~

_ _ _ _ _ _  

!F1~~~~~~~~~~~~

~e (S/N 
.6 

p 
~~~) 

~P

Figure 9 shows probability of error curves for different values
of p (i.e., p levels in a p stage register) and for two values of
transfer loss. The results indIcate that the small register size
required in coding, usually less than p stages, drives the level of
dispersion to the point where it is a second order effect. Transfer
efficiencies of .999 per stage are typical .
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SECTION IV
CHARGED COUPLED DEVICE FINITE FIELD ARITHMETIC STRUCTURES

The laboratory program in charge-coupled devices has complemented
the study of CCD’s in coding and helped Increase the understanding
of various phenomena in these particular structures. Its thrust has
been to investigate the potential of doing multiple level signaland data
processing in the high signal-to-noise environment of a CCD chip and
to highlight the areas in which future developments must be con-
centrated to realize this potential. In effect it is anticipated
that these results should provide the impetus to government and
industrial semiconductor laboratories to develop the necessary
technology for multiple level processing. In truth, there has been a
paucity of published data and results about the discrete mul tiple
level applications for CCD’s. Our discussions with various industrial
laboratories has turned up little indication of an awareness of this
potential signal processing usage of CCD’s.

Our approach to providing this Impetus in the laboratory was to
realize simple multi ple level signal processing structures from
existing small scale integration components and examine their opera-
tion in ligh t of potential usage in a more complex mul tiple level
monolithic appl ication. Through this approach we hope to identify
some of the pitfalls in the actual design of multiple level signal
processing chips .

Of particular interest to us was the potential structures for
base field ari thmetic described in Section II. Two areas of ma,jor
concern are:

• The multiple level signal carrying capacity of charge
coupled devices.

• The comparator structure required in the permutation tapped
delay line. -

‘
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Both of these areas impact the reliability with which arithmetic
operations can be performed in a charge coupled device .

Of secondary interest in this effort were:

• The matchi ng of levels from i nput to output of a signal
processing structure.

• Implementation of the two-dimensional , independent clocking
operation required in the permutation tapped delay line.

• Matching of the transfer characteristics and levels of
multiple CCD’s needed in the permutation approach .

• Definition of any required modulo reduction circuit.

The laboratory program has tried to estimate the relative
Importance of these areas , to see if any related work is underway
and to identify areas where substantial improvement is required .

The firs t effort was cons truction of a CCD delay line test board
and the investigation of its response to multiple signals. Figure 10
shows a block diagram of the test setup. The binary feedback shift
register generates a code sequence, the D/A converter transforms
the sequence into a multiple l evel sequence, and the sequence enters
the CCD register where it is transferred to the output. A comparison
of the input and output gives a subjective indication of the
corruption of the multiple ~evel sequence.

The register selection was confined to what was coninercially
available in mid-1975; the Fairchild CCD-3ll , dual 130 stage analog

• register, was the onjy device available. The device can be operated
using either of the two 130 stage registers or the two can be time

• mul tiplexed to form a single 260 stage device.

In the time multiplex mode the registers share a coninon output
stage and are clocked in synchronism. The data of Figure 10 was
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taken with only one register active and a clock rate of approximately
1 MHz. Because of conversion limi tations of the D/A converter each
discrete level is sampled approximately twenty times by the CCD-3l1 ,
putting a little more than six discrete levels in the device at any
one time. The top left photograph in Figure 10 shows one input
sequence to the CCD—31l wh ile the top right photograph shows the
output sequence. The horizontal scale is uncalibrated at
approximately 100 us/div. The vertical scale is .5v/div. SubS-

iectively , it can be seen that the overall fidelity of the input
sequence Is maintained at the output.

A closer look at a different multi ple level sequence is shown
in the Input and output photographs of the bottom left and bottom
right sections of Figure 10. The horizontal scale in this case Is
uncal ibrated at approximately 20 ~is/div. and the vertical is 100 mv/
dlv. Again the output gives a subjective indication that levels
separated by a few tens of millivol ts are discernable and probably
detectable. No detailed statistical data was taken because the
error probabilities that are required preclude any simple testing
measures and because the structures implemented here are not the
ones desired.

Al though no statistical data is available , the results seem
encouraging given the excessive length of the device for most of
our intended applications . Consequently , the next step was to
develop a more complex function to determine the feasibility of
mul tiple level signal processing operations --- in particular some
operation that would contribute to our understanding of the
implementation of the arithmetic structures of Section II.

The constraint of available devices forced us to consider
simplis tic structures. There are no available tapped delay line
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elements so the direct arithmetic element could not be fashioned.
Our approach then focused on understanding the mechanism invo lved
in the permutation approach, especially the interface between the
data register and the registers holding the permutation sequence.
This requires an investigation of the comparator operation, which
is the interface between the two.

The structure that was defined Is shown in Figure 11. It could
be considered a stand alone finite field arithmetic unit computing
additions or multipl ies In a given Galois Field but its implementation
requires that it be viewed as a test vehicle for examining the
comparison circuits and detection phenomena required In the permuta-
tion Implementlon of finite field arithmetic.

The unit again used the CCD-31l registers and initially was
confined to multipl ication in GF(5). Subsequent simple changes could
make it perform other ari thmetic operations and also work in other
base fields . This unit allowed us to investigate not only multiple
level arithmetic but also the transient effects of loading a CCD,
holding its contents and then reusing that information elsewhere,
similar to what would be done in the permutation tapped delay line .
This concept although mentioned frequently in the literature and by
manufacturers has never been satisfactorily described nor have suf-
ficient guidelines been developed for its use. It does impact
significantly on the permutation arithmetic approaches.

A block diagram of the GF 5 finite field ari thmetic unit is
shown In Figure 11. A photograph of the unit Is shown in Figure 12.
Obvious ly, since this is a radical structure compared with coninon
place LSI components, little help could be obtained in integrating
many of the functions that are contained wi thin the design . Con-
sequently, many functions are developed from simple building blocks
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such as gates, flip—flops and operational amplifiers. This results
in a physically large structure.

The unit can functional ly be broken into three parts, the
sequence generator and control logic as one part, the shift registers
as another, and the window comparator and bias network as a third
part. The operation of the unit begins with the reception of a set
pulse which enables the sequence generator and both shift registers.
The generator output is one of the multi-level permutations discussed
in Section II and Is loaded into both shift registers. One of the
operands ,(A) ,is gated through to the window comparator, and compared
with the contents of the last storage cell of shift register A. The
vol tage representing A is used to form an upper and lower window
l imi t for the comparator. If the contents of the last cell of the
shift register falls within this wi ndow, then it is assumed the cell1 s
contents are equal to operand A. If no equality is formed, shift
register A shifts its data one place and another comparison is made,
continuing unti l an equality results. By definition, operand A is
now stored in the last cell of shift register A.

During this time, shift register B has been holding with its
ini tially loaded sequence. The two switches on the diagram are
thrown to sense the last stage of shift register B and operand B.
The same process as performed on shift register A is effected. This
time, however, shift register A clocks along with shift register B.

• The resul t (A x B or A + B) is contained in the last cell of A
when operand B and the last cell of shift register B are equal .

Notice that in this design no feedback of the output to the

input is used. The elements of the field are loaded only from
the sequence generator. This approach simplifies the design of the
register s ince no regeneration circuits are required and provides
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a coninon source for both registers . It also allows us to focus on
the properties of the shift registers themselves and treat the feed-
back and regeneration as separate problems at a later time. Al so, we
have chosen to use one register for each operand , loading them all at
the same time rather than using one register and reloading for each
operand while storing the results in an accumulator. This seemed
to be the most efficient use of time for two operands.

The normal operating mode was as a multiplier for GF(5). In
this case the multiplication permutation of field elements was loaded
into the register. This is the sequence 1 , 2, 4, 3.

Because of the excessive delay line length and the resulting
large inefficiency product, the input sequence was over sampled by
a factor of 10:1 to reduce the signal bandwidth in the device. The
CCD-3 1l’ s were operated in the time multipl ex mode (alternating
samples ) to simplify the clocking requirements.

Comparison of an operand wi th the output of a CCD register is
initia ted with a strobe pulse generated in the clocking logic.
This strobe pulse is positioned to enable the comparator during one
of the ten output samples of each discrete level . This strobing
approach was necessary because of the large amount of clock feed-
through that appears in CCD circuits . This type of approach should
be carried over to future multiple-level comparator designs.

Figure 13 shows oscilloscope traces representing the various
inputs to the comparator circuit. The two solid traces represent
the upper and lower comparator window levels derived from an arithmetic
operand voltage. These levels are spaced about 100 my apart. The
wider pulses above and between the window levels are samples from
the charge-coupled device register representing the fini te field
elements. There are ten samples for each element and the elements
of 3, 1, and 2 are visible. In order for an element to be detected
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it must appear within the comparator window. The window in this
figure is set to match to the element 2 of the multiplication sequence
1 , 2, 4, 3. There are, however, only nine samples within the window;
one of the samples is actually the sample midway between the samples
of the element three and the samples within the window. It is the
ninth sample from the left-hand side of the picture. This distortion
is an illus tration of the effects of charge transfer efficiency
caused either by a poor device or more likely In this case by the
cumulative effects of a very long register. The oversampling
approach used here can help alleviate this problem but at the expense
of more clock cycles and increased delay. The strobe pulse used to
enable the comparator circuit is shown on the bottom trace. It is
positioned within the fifth sample of an element level to avoid the

— distortion effects caused by poor charge transfer.

An examination of the data samples at this strobe time shows
an excessive amount of noise and transient oscillations . This is
a major problem with the comparator integrated circuits used in
the unit. For small element separations these oscillations can drive
data sample values into the comparator voltage window causing a pre-
mature match and an erroneous arithmetic answer.

Figure 14 is a photograph of an over sampled sequence of the
elements 1, 2, 3, and 4. This represents an addition permutation.
The second trace shows the comparator output. The window levels
were set to detect element 2 and this is accomplished . Element 2
has a low value during its strobe time indicating a detection while
elements 1, 3, and 4 have high values indicating no detection.

In an actual permutation type tapped delay lines the register
containing the permutation sequence will be required to hold its
contents for some finite amount of time before the comparison takes
place. This should put an extra burden on the comparison operation
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because charge will build up in the device and increase the value of
all output levels. If this operating condition is known a priori then
a bias can be inserted to remove it. However, if this increase is
not constant across the levels then the variance of each level is
increased and detection performance will be poorer.

Attempts were made to store a sequence and then clock it out
for comparison. These attempts were not successful due to the
increased noise and a signi ficant increase in distortion due to
the AC coupling circuits used to set and remove CCD input bias .

The results of the laboratory effort seem to indicate that
present technology can probably rel iably carry and sense levels
that are 50 my apart. This would limi t the CCD permutation approach
to fields of 20 to 30 elements. No reasonable hard data can be
obtained on the reliability of such arithmetic structures until
devices are available that are better tailored to this appl ication .

Also it seems that the integrated strobing comparators available
today are only marginally suitable for this application . Their
strobing response and noise parameters could be greatly improveJ and
they must be implemented in a technology fully compatible with
charge-coupled device fabrication techniques.

There are indications that independent CCD development programs
are providing some of the solutions required . For ins tance, the
University of Edinburgh is presently conaucting research in the
area of absolute matching of the voltage levels into and out of a
charge-coupled device processing structure such as a tapped delay
line or correlator.

Another indication is the impending ievelopment at RADC of a
two dimensional analog memory. Research In this area aids the
development of the complex clocking required for the arithmetic
element.
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SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS

Arithmetic in finite fields can be implemented in a number
of ways. One method is shift and compare method of Section II. This
approach has two major advantages: it requires less dynamic range
than other approaches and is amenable to large scale integration
techniques .

An analysis of the reliability of the implementation of such
a shift and compare algorithm in charge-coupled device technology
has shown that ari thmetic with 20 to 30 symbols in present technol-

• ogy Is reasonable.

The laboratory effort identified the following areas as re-
quring more research.

Development of short, high quality charge-coupled
device registers

Development of strobing window comparators amenable

to large scale integration

Further Investigation of accurate , absolute transfer
of element levels throughout the structure.

Future work should be channeled into two areas. First, an in-
v. t-1gatIon must be made of the amplitude error sources (such as CCD
input bias and noise build-up), and their effect on the accuracy

of the arithmetic. Techniques must be developed to cope with these
error sources.

The second area should concentrate on the development of de-
vices to support this effort. In particular , a short register of
very low transfer loss should be built to aid In an actual measure-
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ment of error probability. Also, a design of an integratable,
strobed comparator should be undertaken.

The second area is wel l suited for research at an Air Force

• laboratory. The first area should be performed at MITRE in close
cooperation with the research at RADC. Specific devices should be
fabricated and detailed verification of the error rate performance
should be completed.
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APPENDIX A

CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICE PRINCIPLES

a. DESCRIPTION
Charge-coupled device technology is relatively new. Al though

experiencing tremendous growth in the past few years , the fi rst
dev ices we re only described in 1970. Various applica tions in analog
and digi tal s ignal processing, digital memory, and visible imaging
are continually being expanded and improved. This appendi x will
provide a simple background description of the operation and important
parameters of these devices.

A charge—coupled device is a functional sol id-state electronic
device which , under the application of a proper sequence of clock pulses,
can move quantities of electric charge in a controlled manner across
a semi conductor substrate . In essence , it is often viewed as an analog ,
sampled-data shift register.

The construction of a charge—coupled device evolves from the
basic metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS ) configuration. The three
elements , layered as shown in Figure A-i , under application of a
positive voltage , form a capaciti ve storage area . Quanti ties of
minori ty carriers can be confined to the area under the metal electrode.

It Is customary to describe the storage capacity by plot of
the interface (oxide-silicon ) potential of the device as shown in
Fi gure A-2. In Figure A-2, the initial distribution of the interface

potential , after application of the voltage, is shown by the dashed
line . As minority carriers accumulate near the surface of the bul k

sil icon, the potential at the interface decreases and the new potential
profile in the presence of this charge is shown by the solid line in

Figure A-2. The area between the two lines gives a pictorial repre-
sentation of the amount of charge stored under the electrode. It is
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analogous to water at the bottom of a well , thus , the often used
description potential well. (The deeper the well , the larger the
In terface potential , the more storage capacity in the devi ce.)

Realistically , this storage capacity is transient. If an
electrode is pulsed to a high potential , a well Is formed, and it
immediately starts to fill with thermally generated minority car-
riers. After a time , the Interface potential will be reduced and
the well will be full. This time can be up to a few hundred
seconds , depending on the puri ty of the bulk siliccn material and
the integri ty of the fabrication process. Thus , the device operates
In a thermal non-equilibrium mode ; but for time inte~’va1s that are
short compared to the relaxation time , it  can store an~’log informa-
tion represented by the amount of charge in the well.

Thi s s ingle MOS capac itor by itself would not be very useful ,
but hundreds of them placed close together can form a very important
signal processing structure - a delay line . When two MOS capacitors
are placed so close together that their potential well profiles
overlap , any mobile minori ty charge will accumulate at the location
with the highest interface potential. The interface potential Is
controlled by the gate vol tages and can force minority carriers to
move from we ll to well along the interface of the oxide and the
bulk. Sets of metal electrodes are usually tied together In a
periodic manner to control the motion of the charge, and several
packets of charge can be transferred simultaneously along the delay
l ine. The delay line becomes a shi ft register. Figure A-3 schematically
portrays the transfer of charge from under metal electrodes labeled
P1 to metal electrodes labeled P2. Each subdrawing refers to a
time slot marked on the waveform di agram. These are the waveforms

applied to the metal electrodes to create and control the potential
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wells and therefore the minority charge motion. Good performance
is dictated by strong, smooth coupling between adjacent electrodes.

Some means of Inserting and retrieving signal charge must
be available for the device to be useful . Electrical charge in-

- • jection is of the most importance in signal processing applications,
but photo-electric charge generation is the mos t important in Im-
aging applications. There are several techniques used to convert
a signal voltage or current to an equivalent size charge packet in
the transfer channel , and also to measure the size of these packets
at the output of the device. Of primary importance in these struc-
tures Is the linearity of mapping the input voltage to a packet of
charge.

The method most often used today is based on a charge preset
mode, whereby the input signal is applied as a voltage difference
between the first two electrodes of the charge-coupled device to
produce a potential well under the second electrode whose capacity
depends linearly on the signal voltage. Figure A-4 illustrates one
of the simpler implementation schemes. The signal is applied to the
input gate (IG) and the first regularly pulsed electrode (P1). The
input diode (ID) is pulsed low to inject charge across IG when P1 is
turned on. The packet size is then proportional to the potential
di fference between P1 and 1G. - 

-

Charge detection approaches have progressed from very early

diode current sensing schemes using off-chip pre-amplifiers , to the
present approaches of integrating the pre-amplifier on the chip.
This amplifier often functions In a gated Integrator mode which can
produce outputs of a few volts. Both the input and output schemes
use sampling techniques, preserving the sampled data nature of the
CCD.
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An alternate output technique Is to use a floating gate above
the channel instead of a diode. This gate senses the size of the
signal charge packet by its image charge above the gate. Since the
gate electrode in this arrangement is isolated from direct contact
with the signal charge and has no well—defi ned dc path to ground,
Its potential has to be controlled either by a reset switch ~
capacitively through a bias electrode. In principle , this approach
offers very high sens itivi ty and signal-to-noise ratio. Additionally,
this floating gate approach performs non-destructive sampling of th~
signal packet and therefore can be used in a number of places through-
out the charge-coupled device to realize more complex signal processing
structures.
b. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Charge-coupled device performance is related to the physical
properties within the device. Certain phenomona within the device
tend to l imi t various operational parameters of the signal processing
structures and affect the choice 0f design parameters.

A tradeoff exists between the desirabil ity of large signals ,
which are easily detectable with good signal-to—noise ratio, and the
large cell dimensions or operating potentials that are required for
large charge packets. Basically, the amount of charge which can be
handled by such devices is a function of the geometry and the applied
clocking voltages. This charge storage capacity is of major concern
in the multiple level storage designs discussed in this report.

In surface channel CCD’s, the charge storage capability Is pro-
portional to the clock potential , the active area of the electrode,
and the oxide capacitance. The limi t In increasing the clock poten- •

tial is set by the breakdown strength of the oxide layer. For typical 
•

• values , the maximum charge density, which can be stored at the inter-
face, is about 1013 electrons per square centimeter.
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The clock waveforms and the transfer electrode configuration
also affect the signal handling capability . For instance, using
sine waves Instead of square waves reduces the signal handling
capabi lity to 75%.

However, the most important aspect of a charge-coupled device
is Its ability to maintain the integrity of the charge packets as
they are transferred along the device. The transfer of charge from
one cell to another is neither instantaneous nor complete. This
non-ideal transfer limi ts both the speed and the al lowable number
of transfers of a device. In each transfer, a smal l amount of charge
is left behi nd, adding to subsequent charge packets and causing a
smearing effect on the charge packets.

A parameter called the transfer inefficiency , c , represents
the fraction of charge not transferred per transfer. This parameter
is used to form a common figure of merit by multiplying by the number
of transfers in a device ; the transfer inefficiency product is Nc. Good
performance is only obtained for inefficiency products much less than
one. Thus, either the number of stages must be limi ted or strict re-
quirements must be placed on the individual transfer loss.

Noi se , from both intrinsic and extrinsic sources, appears
superimposed on the signal and reduces the accuracy with which infor-
mation in the device can be retrieved. The four noise sources which
contribute to the CCD output are due to the input of signal charge,
the output ampl ifier, dark current, and transfer noise. The first
two sources are essentially external to the CCD channel , whi le the
last two sources are intrinsic to the CCD operation.

The noise associated with electri cal injection depends strongly
on the input structure. Both vol tage level and sampling time fluctua-
tions contri bute to the input noise source. In the charge preset
method described earlier, the mean square thermal noise woul d be pro-
portional to the capacitance of the input potential well , and thus
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• to the signal size . Analysis has shown that the noise introduced
- • for a well-designed input structure is very low and good agreement

has been obtained In practice (Ref . 6).
In charge-coupled devices, the charge at the detection point

appears on a reverse biased diode or on a floating gate and thus
essentially on a capacitance. In a properly designed system, the
first pre-amplifier stage wil l determine the limiting noise value.
Various techniques , many of them previously associated with nuclear
electronic instrumentation, are now being applied to the output
ci rcuit design problem.

Charge-coupled devices operate in thermal non-equilibrium
and generate carriers that will collect in the potential wells along
with the signal charge. This produces a stationary pattern of noise
on the signal charge. Obviously, this noise is sensitive to tem—
perature and a rule of thumb says that the noise doubles for every
8°C increase in temperature..

The amount of charge left behind in the transfer process
shows random fluctuations as well as a systematic dependence on

• transfer efficiency and signal size, and thus can be partially
modeled as a noise source. Since the noise charge left behind from
one cell accumulates in another packet, the noise voltages show a
correlation between packets. This random fluctuation is due mainly
to interface state noise where minority charge is retained in traps,
not allowed to transfer, and finally re-emitted and transferred at

• a later time. The existence of these traps is due to impurities in
the materials.

c. SIGNAL PROCESSING STRUCTURES
Analysis and design of CCD signal processing structures are

similar to that of digi tal signal processing structures . Both structures
represent discrete time systems. The signals are mathematically
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represented as functions of a discrete independent variable,
usually time, and have values only at specific times. The major
difference lies in representing the signal amplitude; the digital
signal amplitude takes on only discrete values; the CCD signal
ampl itude is represented by a continuous range of values. The
majority of the digi tal signal processing knowledge, with the ex-
ception of those issues concerned with discrete amplitude or
quantization, is directly applicable to CCD signal processing.

A single transfer in a CCD devi ce can be represented as
passing a signal sample through a delay line. The loss mechanism
in the devi ce adds an amplitude factor to the output signal . For
a p-phase device with loss £ per transfer, we normally define a
single stage as a delay of Tc seconds wi th loss ~ = pe. We can
write the output of this delay line in response to passing a
single signal sample through it of magnitude Q0 as a sequence of
ampl itude scaled, delayed unit sample functions:

S0(nT
~
) = 0 + (1 - 

~~
) Q0 6((fl_l)Tc) +

(l-~ )(~ ) Q0 6((n-2)T~) +

(l_ ~)(~)2 Q0 6((n_3)T~) 
.1....

From this we can calculate the Z transform of the output function

• di rectly, obtaining:

• S0 (Z) = (1— 
~~) Q0 Z 1 [1 +~~ z~

’
~ ~~~ z~

2 + . . .j
The infinite stan in the brackets can be put in closed form by use

of the relation:
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where a ~ Z’ 1  
, leaving

— 
(l— )~~ Z~ Q

l-~~Z

The system function of the single stage delay line Is then

H1 (z) = (1 - )~~~ 
Z~

(1 — 
~ z~

1)

The system function has three basic components : Z 1, the

ideal delay; (l— ~), the transfer efficiency ; and the denominator
whi ch represents the dispersive effect. This dispersive effect
stems from this last term’s low pass filter response.

For an N stage delay line , N of these single stage system
functions are cascaded to represent the total delay line system
function.

I - i N -N
• HN (Z )=J Ie

1 J z
[l_ ~~rJ

An estimate of the ampl itude distortion caused by the factor
in brackets can be made by assuming a small value of ~ and using

an approximation for the bracketed term.

HN (Z)~~Z~ exp (NZ (Z~ - 1))
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The transfer inefficiency product is now seen explicitly in
the system function. Its value In estimating performance Is made

• more obvious by calculating the frequency response of the delay
line, i.e.,

—~~ exp - 
~~~

- 
Ignoring the phase factors involved , an approximation of the

amplitude distortion can be shown to be

HN(f)  = exp(-N~) exp (N~ cos 2ufT~
)

This function is plotted in Figure A-5. A simulation of the time out-
put of an N stage delay line dramatically shows the dispersive effect
in Figure A—6.

In much the same way, more complex signal processing structures
can be developed and analyzed. Of particular importance to us is
the transversal filter or tapped delay which occurs naturally as
an error correction coding processing structure. Figure A-7a shows
the structure of a tapped delay line processor. The structure is

simply a delay line with taps nondestructively sampling the signal
in each stage, mul tiplying it by a weight, and summ ing the results. - 

, •  -

The equation relating the input and output in such a processor is:

N

V0 (nT) = hk V.ft.~ (n-k) 
~~k=1

where hk represents the weights .
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The delay line portion is, of course, a natural structure

for charge-coupled devices , but more importantly the technology
has matured to the point where the tap weight multipl ication and
the summation are readily achievable wi thin the transfer electrode
structure , thus effecting a small but potentially powerful processing
structure.

The manner of achiev ing the weighting and suming structure
is called the split electrode or electrode weighting technique .
The techn ique i s i llustrated in Figure 7b and 7c.

If all the electrodes in a certain phase, say the third phase ,
of a CCD delay line are selected and split into two halves , and all

-
• the halves on one side of the device are tied together , then the

clock current in each side when the signal charge is being trans-
ferred into that phase has a component proportional to the signal
charge and the area of the electrode . Thus , if the split in the
electrodes of the third phase is chosen to have an area on one side
proportiona l to one p lus the des i red wei ght and on the other si de
one minus the desired weight , by summing the currents on each side

- 
- and substracting these in a differential amplifier we achieve an out-

put proportional to a sum of the weights times the signal , i.e., the
transversal filter characteristic. Indeed , by properly choos ing the
spl its we can achieve positive, negative or zero weights . The
accuracy of the tap weights is determined by the tolerances of
photolithographic techniques and typically results in weighting
errors of about 1%.

Split electrode tapped delay line filters have been built wi th
lengths up to 800 stages and these devices have been self-contained
with clock drivers, logic and output ampl ifier all on the chip. Ob-
viously, this kind of computational power In such a small package

can benefit many signal processing applications incl uding error
control coding.
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